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MUSIC

An Organist’s Ongoing Quest: Finding
the Truth in Sounds of the Past
By MICHAEL WHITE OCT. 1, 2014

VERTEILLAC, France — One Sunday morning last July, the congregation at the
parish church of Verteillac, a small town in the Perigord, ploughed through the
routine doggerel that is the music of the modern Catholic Mass. Nothing
unusual — except for the suspicious virtuosity with which it was accompanied at
the organ, and the fact that people at the front were taking photos of the man
responsible. No ordinary organist, he was Ton Koopman, helping out as he
occasionally does in this remote place where he has a home and runs a festival.

“I am a church musician, always have been,” he said. But he’s more than
that. And when Mr. Koopman celebrates his 70th birthday this week he can look
back on a long, illustrious career as one of the world’s leading period-
performance gurus: a conductor, scholar, educator and polemicist who played a
major role in introducing modern audiences to how the music of the past might
have sounded in its own time.

Sitting at the organ in that little church, beside a water bucket into which he
periodically plunged both his hands — “because the keys get dirty in this heat” —
he seemed a very modest sort of guru. Unassuming, with a mischievous,
mercurial charm. But through the coming weeks his birthday will be widely
celebrated with events and concerts in his native Netherlands, followed by a
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tour to France and Switzerland. It’s a far cry from the 1970s when “early music”
was a novelty and period bands like his own Amsterdam Baroque Orchestra
were just starting out. “It didn’t seem a big thing at the time,” he said in an
interview, adding “although we did feel quite subversive. Early music was an
underground activity then: we played in small venues to audiences with long
hair like us, being against everything you had to be against, like war in Vietnam.
We played with pop groups, and did jam sessions with jazz players. I don’t think
we expected it to grow into the movement it is now. My only expectations were
to play the organ.”

Mr. Koopman’s introduction to the organ came at age 11, at his local church
in Zwolle, the Netherlands, where he was paid to play for services, he said, in
books. The books developed into an obsession: he’s a celebrated bibliophile and
owns a sprawling library in Amsterdam, his main home. But the organ, and in
turn the harpsichord, became his life.

He studied with the legendary Dutch keyboard master Gustav Leonhardt —
a figure of austere, somewhat forbidding principle. “With him, you played for
yourself. I prefer to play for the audience and give them a nice evening,” Mr.
Koopman said.

In 1969 he formed his own group, Musica Antiqua Amsterdam, directing it
from the harpsichord with trepidation at first because he didn’t consider himself
a real conductor. Though the group survived for several years, he closed it down
in the mid-70s because “the level wasn’t high enough. I thought it would be best
to start again with better players — preferably from England which was where
these people seemed to be.”

Recruiting trips to London produced key participants, including the
violinist Monica Huggett. And with her as leader, the Amsterdam Baroque
Orchestra made its first appearance at the 1979 Holland Festival. As orchestras
go, it was small, flexible, and with no declared objective beyond exploring what
Mr. Koopman calls “the truth” of how old music was supposed to sound: exactly
the same quest as all the other new period bands.

But truth proved diverse and elusive.
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Mr. Koopman’s way was smooth rather than sharply accented, allowing
some vibrato when most others vetoed it completely, and a measure of rubato
(playing free with time-values) when others were more strict. He also liked
embellishment, and what he calls “a smile in the performance. We’re not
lecturing in a university, we’re making music. So when someone has a solo it’s
‘hey, nice.’ Acknowledge it. I like a friendship with my players, not to play the
tyrant.”

Tyranny was not unknown among the period gurus as they laid down right
and wrong. Especially in J.S. Bach, who happened to be Mr. Koopman’s special
interest as a “church musician.”

Arguably the greatest achievement of Mr. Koopman’s career has been his
22-volume set of the complete Bach cantatas, secular as well as sacred, on CD: a
monumental project that hit financial problems when Erato, the original
recording label, pulled out midway. Mr. Koopman salvaged it with his own
money, creating a new label of his own.

He has firm views on Bach, which range from how many singers the music
was written for to the way that Bach’s Christian devoutness has been overstated:
“Turning him into the Fifth Evangelist I don’t like. Everyone was a believer then,
you couldn’t have been otherwise. Belief was simply normal.”

At the same time he accepts that Bach “does pray with music,” which is why
it shouldn’t be “too macho or aggressive” but be realized with humility. “My
friends,” he said, “are those who know Bach is bigger than they are.”

How Mr. Koopman sees his future, now that period-style playing is no
longer a subversive curiosity but something the great mainstream orchestras
take note of, is an interesting question. Is there anything still left to fight for
when the arguments seem won?

“Oh yes,” Mr. Koopman said. “We take too much for granted in early music.
I’d guess we know about 35 percent, so there’s a lot to find out.”

Meanwhile, at heart, he’s still a keyboard player and has never done much
opera. But he’s set his sights on Monteverdi: “It’s my dream to do ‘Orfeo.”’
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He increasingly conducts modern symphonic orchestras, especially in the
United States, where he’s in the second year of a relationship with the San
Francisco Symphony. And in the process, his repertoire is expanding forward.
There were times when Mozart was as late as he would go. Now he’s conducting
period-style Brahms. “Things change,” he said, “and life goes on. Which is what
mine will do, I hope. They’ve made a TV film in Holland for my birthday called
‘Ton wants to be 100.’ And why not? 100 is a good ambition when you’re 70.”

A version of this article appears in print on October 2, 2014, in The International New York Times.
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